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The Red Bulletin –
Beyond the ordinary
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Delivering the unexpected, the international Active Lifestyle magazine The Red Bulletin tells stories from around the world of Red
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Lifestyle - beyond the ordinary.

“At a friend’s birthday in 1995,
I battled one of the best b-boys
in my area – and he beat me.
Then I battled him again at
school, in front of Ground Level
[veteran b-boy Mike Cisneros],
who recruited me for his crew.
Breaking wasn’t super crazy
like it is now; it was back spins,
flares, head spins, halos… the
foundation of power moves.
Ground Level taught me to use
them as steps, not moves.”

THEN
CREATE
2 COPY,

RoxRite

SIX STEPS
TO B-BOY
SUPERSTARDOM

“I didn’t know that breaking
existed outside of Sonoma
County! The year I started out,
I imitated what I saw others
doing. I learnt balance, tried
head-spinning, and I was able
to do that pretty fast. I copied
what I saw in movies like Beat
Street and Breakin’ [both
1984], and read books at the
library. Everybody says, ‘Don’t
bite,’ but I was just trying to
pick up whatever I could.”

In March, RoxRite became the first
breakdancer to hit 100 career battle
wins. Here’s how he got there…

L

The mgazine‘s front section launches

ike all superheroes, RoxRite has an alter
ego – Omar Delgado Macias, a Mexicanborn American who, 24 years ago, began breaking
in Sonoma County, California. “I was 12,” he says.
“Back then, it was rare you’d find anything with
breaking in it. I didn’t hear the term ‘b-boy’ that
whole first year.” Thanks to artists like RoxRite,
it’s a different case today. “I want to be remembered
for pushing the envelope of competitive breaking.
Because I don’t do the flashiest moves, I’ve beaten
people I wasn’t supposed to, doing my style on the
world’s biggest stages. Maximise what you do best
and you can win anything and beat anybody.”
roxriterepresents.com

readers into The Red Bulletin‘s world
of the extraordinary, with an engaging mix of visually driven stories.

The focus is on high performers and adventure seekers, opporSky dive

tunists and achievers. Inspiring people with extraordinary ideas
these.

MARKUS BERGER/RED BULL CONTENT POOL

NORA 0’DONNELL

that give the The Red Bulletin readers the possibility to profit from
Victory at b-boy event
Circle Industry 2018
in Salzburg, Austria, in
March earned RoxRite
his record-breaking
century of wins
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single and double-page articles,
this easy-to-read mix of fascinating
LIKE
BOXER
5 ATRAIN

“When I’m breaking, I spar
like a boxer who goes rounds
and rounds with different
fighters. The idea is to not
do the same stuff every
round, and your 18th round
has to look as good as your
first, if not better. If you’re
not taking care of that, it all
becomes too robotic and
you’re forcing everything to
look the same every time
you step out on the floor.”

content and captivating imagery

FINISH YOUR
6 OPPONENT

“Sometimes in competition
I think a lot about what I’m
going to do; other days I don’t.
I’m just connecting everything
and letting it all flow naturally.
The idea is to defeat your
opponent, so I think, ‘OK, he
did three good moves. I have
to do at least four.’ I’ve got to
shake him up and make him
think twice about what he’s
going to do next. It’s a battle.
You have to prove yourself.”

THE RED BULLETIN

3 DEVELOP
A STYLE

instantly communicates everything
BU L L EVA RD

The Red Bulletin is about.
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to do things that stood out.”
differently and inspired me
It made me see things
like back kick-ups and flips.
and seeing all the acrobatics,
kung fu film] Drunken Master
watching [1978 Jackie Chan
footwork]. I remember
for your toprocks [standing
lot, so you can find influences
breaking, you use your feet a
steps, like tap and popping. In
“I like dances with plenty of
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Janelle Monáe

6 OPPONENT
FINISH YOUR

“LET’S GO
CRAZY IS ABOUT
RESISTANCE”

As close as you’ll get to a Formula One car
on the road, the Valkyrie corners and brakes
as aggressively as Red Bull Racing’s RB6

The US queen of art pop
on four songs that have
fuelled her creativity

F

SUPERSTARDOM
TO B-BOY
SIX STEPS

FANTASTIC BEAST
2

12

bank balance – all 150 cars
produced are already spoken
for. Aston Martin says that
“more than a handful” have
been purchased by current or
former F1 drivers (with 450
enthusiasts on a waiting list,
hoping a buyer drops out).
Reichman likens the
otherworldly shape of the
Valkyrie to a beautiful insect,
or a shark sliding through the
ocean. “Nothing like it exists,
he says. “And nothing like it
will ever exist again.”
global.astonmartin.com
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don’t bother checking your
too: close to £3million. But
The price is unbelievable,
handling is unbelievable.”
word I can summon for the
are beyond slippery. The only
Martin. “The aerodynamics
creative officer for Aston
says Marek Reichman, chief
like a flyweight champion,”
“It’s muscular but tiny,
piloting it to your driveway.
350kph at a race track before
engine considerably past
push the 6.5-litre hybrid V12
Formula One car — you could
purposes, it’s a street-legal
Porsche 911. For practical

FANTASTIC BEAST
hypercar is street legal and ready to rumble
It may look like a sci-fi creation, but this

Aston Martin Valkyrie

global.astonmartin.com
will ever exist again.”
he says. “And nothing like it
ocean. “Nothing like it exists,
or a shark sliding through the
Valkyrie to a beautiful insect,
otherworldly shape of the
Reichman likens the
hoping a buyer drops out).
enthusiasts on a waiting list,
former F1 drivers (with 450
been purchased by current or
“more than a handful” have
for. Aston Martin says that
produced are already spoken
bank balance – all 150 cars

The car’s structure is completely steel-free,
and its aerodynamic carbon-fibre exterior
and open underfloor maximise downforce
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twice the horsepower of the
but with 1,130hp it generates
weighs less than a Mini Cooper,
from carbon fibre, the Valkyrie
Constructed almost entirely
surpass anything in existence.
and design characteristics that
a hypercar, with performance
the cognoscenti would call
and Red Bull Racing, is what
luxe British manufacturer
a collaboration between the
This sculptural powerhouse,
nothing short of an insult.
a supercar – that would be
the Aston Martin Valkyrie as
don’t refer to
hatever you do,

L
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it’s a different case today. “I want to be remembered
whole first year.” Thanks to artists like RoxRite,
breaking in it. I didn’t hear the term ‘b-boy’ that
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in Sonoma County, California. “I was 12,” he says.
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Janelle Monáe,
32, worked with
Prince on her new
album just before
his death in 2016

DAVID BOWIE
MOONAGE DAYDREAM
(1972)

STEVIE WONDER
LOVE’S IN NEED OF LOVE
TODAY (1976)

LAURYN HILL
THE MISEDUCATION OF
LAURYN HILL (1998)

PRINCE
LET’S GO CRAZY
(1984)

“Bowie has been a huge
inspiration to me with regard
to creating concept albums,
new worlds and alter egos.
When I heard this song for the
first time, it took my musical
tastes to another level –
I wanted my own writing to be
just as interesting and clever.
I once performed a cover of
Moonage Daydream with one
of my favourite bands, Of
Montreal. The song remains a
source of inspiration to me.”

“I first met Stevie when he
invited me to play at his charity
event in LA in 2011. I was
backstage when I heard a voice
singing my song Tightrope – it
was Stevie Wonder. My mind
was blown: he’s been a hero
all my life. I sing this song with
my family, and it never gets
old. When you see the news or
social media, there are things
constantly trying to divide us;
this song brings you closer to
loving your neighbour.”

“I sang this song a capella at
a talent show and won three
weeks in a row. As a young
African-American woman,
I found the lyrics resonated
with me, because I was still
trying to find out who I was,
what I wanted to say, and how
I was going to make music.
Everything she says in the
song helped shape my early
thoughts. She hasn’t made an
album in a long time, but that’s
cool – I’ll be here waiting.”

“I performed this for a Prince
tribute [at the BET Awards in
2010] at his request. He told
me, ‘This is an uptempo [song]
I think that you can really do;
it’s part of your spirit.’ His
affirmation brought tears to
my eyes. Let’s Go Crazy is a
resistance song. It’s a song for
those marginalised because
of their skin colour, sexual
identity or gender. There will
never be a wrong time to dance
to it like nobody’s watching.”

FLORIAN OBKIRCHER

wins. Here’s how he got there…
breakdancer to hit 100 career battle
In March, RoxRite became the first

rom her 2010 debut
The ArchAndroid –
a concept album inspired by
Fritz Lang’s 1927 sci-fi epic
Metropolis – and her acting
roles in award-winning 2016
films Moonlight and Hidden
Figures, to her empowering
#MeToo speech at last year’s
Grammys, Janelle Monáe is
the quintessential star of today.
Monáe’s new album, Dirty
Computer – a blend of futuristic
funk and politics – is another
prime example of her
progressive pop aesthetic.
Here, she names four of her
musical influences.
jmonae.com

JUCO
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to enter the world of Red Bull. Benefit from the environment and

At the age of 60, Di Huanran
dives into the Mudan River
below Diaoshuilou Falls in
Heilongjiang Province, China.
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The Red Bulletin and its line extensions offer unique opportunities
360° solutions.

SkyPixel member Shen
Min shot this on a DJI
Mavic Pro drone and
came second in the
Pro Portrait category.
skypixel.com

TOM GUISE

At the age of 60, Di Huanran
dives into the Mudan River
below Diaoshuilou Falls in
Heilongjiang Province, China.
Di first took the dramatic
leap in 2008, breaking the
Guinness World Record for
highest waterfall dive – at
12.19m. He has returned to
do it again every year since.

and open underfloor maximise downforce
and its aerodynamic carbon-fibre exterior
The car’s structure is completely steel-free,
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Get it. Do it. See it.

Owner and director, Green Man

Gripping stuff:
Coxsey has her eye
on Olympic gold

When FIONA STEWART (56) arrives at the festival
site, three weeks before the fun begins, she sees
acres of fields containing nothing but sheep. Green
Man was founded in 2003, and with its grassroots
approach – no VIP areas, no corporate sponsorship
– it has become a favourite among UK music lovers.
“A festival is like a jigsaw puzzle where all the pieces
have been designed over the year to fit together so the
event can happen,” says Stewart. Her job is to ensure
the pieces fit: “There are 47 managers responsible
for the delivery of their different areas. Most never
need to contact me, but I’m always available if they
do.” Here, she’s pictured with her dog Walter inside
the Green Man, a statue made from natural materials
collected by local farmers over the year. It’s
traditionally burned on the last night of the festival.

SHAUNA COXSEY’s bouldering skills have made her the UK’s
most successful competition climber. But when climbing
makes its Olympic debut at Tokyo 2020, it’ll comprise three
disciplines, two of which she has no high-level experience in.
The world champion will have to become a student again
Words MATT BLAKE

“A festival is like
a jigsaw puzzle”

Photography RICK GUEST

DARREN MASSAY

“When you’re ready to try new things,
your body will let you know,” says
instructor Jamal Jackson. “It’s a lot
easier when you’ve got people behind
you who will push you further than
you would go by yourself. If I didn’t
have a lot of people around me when
I had my sessions, I wouldn’t have
progressed to where I am now. I think
that’s the reason why we’re able to
do what we can do – because everyone
is together, pushing each other the
furthest they can go.”

Spain’s Aniol Serrasolses
paddles a waterfall in
eastern Iceland in 2015

Matthew wears NIKE Havoc
Men‘s training gloves, nike.com;
TOTALOXYGEN Small Logo
tank top, totaloxygen.com;
SCOTT RC Run Hybrid shorts,
scott-sports.com; 2XU Reflect
compression tights, 2xu.com;
a 20kg weight

Last year, Iceland had six times as many visitors
as it has residents. This weird but welcoming island
needs no Instagram filter. Here’s how to have a real
adventure in the land of fire and ice Words EVELYN SPENCE

FIONA STEWART

28
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Words MATT BLAKE

Clockwise from left: Matthew
wears NIKE Pro HyperWarm training
tights, nike.com; STANCE Relic
Crew Fusion athletic socks, stance.
com; ENERTOR Comfort insoles,
enertor.com; UNDER ARMOUR
Charged Ultimate TR 2.0 trainers,
underarmour.com. Anthony wears
NIKE Breathe short-sleeve top, nike.
com; HUMMEL Cole pants, hummel.
co.uk. Matthew wears JBL Reflect
Mini BT Bluetooth sports earphones,
uk.jbl.com; O’NEILL Ribbon Falls
Hybrid T-shirt, oneill.com; SURF
PERIMETERS The Pulse technical
hooded fleece, surfperimeters.
com. Darren wears O’NEILL Exile
softshell jacket, oneill.com

TAKE THE
PLUNGE IN
ICELAND

ERIC PARKER/RED BULL CONTENT POOL

THE
ONLY
WAY
IS UP

“After a good session, you have zero stress, because all that anger was
pushed out in the workout. You’re just tired and happy, and your body is
in the right state to relax, mentally and physically”

Photography RICK GUEST
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a jigsaw puzzle”
“A festival is like

The world champion will have to become a student again
disciplines, two of which she has no high-level experience in.
makes its Olympic debut at Tokyo 2020, it’ll comprise three
most successful competition climber. But when climbing
SHAUNA COXSEY’s bouldering skills have made her the UK’s

IS UP
WAY
ONLY
THE

level. By the time we sold our house and
bought a motorhome – just so we could
hit the road for races – it was like, ‘Right,
I guess we’re in this for the long term…’”
Whereas the young rider is soft-spoken
and easygoing, her father – a tall figure in
flip-flops, jeans and a grey hoodie, glasses
resting atop his shaved head – is the kind
of gregarious character who could talk you
into just about anything. Tony knows that
some will think of him as a ‘moto dad’ who
goes all-in on everything – and he is a bit
like that, says his daughter with a laugh
– but the reality is slightly more nuanced.
That the family have now moved to
a house in rural Wales, a mountain biker’s
playground, reflects just how much faith
Seagrave’s parents have in her. They still
get to races in the same old motorhome;
it’s just that these days the team includes
a coach, a masseuse and two mechanics.
In the room next door, her mum Jo is
managing bookings for a ski school back
in Morzine. Tony, meanwhile, gave up his
job as a graphic designer to manage his
daughter and her 19-year-old brother
Kaos, a rising star in elite downhill racing.
“When I was younger, I didn’t realise
the amount of effort – and money – Mum
and Dad were putting in,” she says. “They

Seagrave and her
brother Kaos have
a playful rivalry

“When you want
something that badly,
the hurdles don‘t
seem like hurdles”

saw that we loved it and wanted to do
well, so they pushed and supported us the
whole way. But you never know if your
kid is going to make it or not, and I think
Dad got quite stressed when he felt like
we weren’t matching the effort. He’d say,
‘Well, do you really want this? Because I
can’t keep doing this if you don’t.’ He knew
what were capable of, so when he saw us
slacking it was hard for him to sit there
and watch. But it’s a way of life for me
now, so I think that’s paid off. I did make
sacrifices of my own as a teenager, but
looking back it was quite an easy choice.
When you want something that badly,
the hurdles don’t seem like hurdles.”
This attitude has been put to the test
over the last few years. In Seagrave’s first
year of junior competition, aged 17, she
entered the 2012 World Championships
in Austria on a roll of wins that brought
her close to a top 10 spot at women’s elite
level. She’d heard about a fast Canadian
rider named Holly Feniak, but didn’t
consider her a threat. “Subconsciously
I just thought, ‘I’m going to get here, win
my gold medal and leave.’” She pauses for
a second, exhaling in frustration. “That is
the most – agh! – stupid thing anyone can
think, especially at that age. And yeah,

Features

a 20kg weight
compression tights, 2xu.com;
scott-sports.com; 2XU Reflect
SCOTT RC Run Hybrid shorts,
tank top, totaloxygen.com;
TOTALOXYGEN Small Logo
Men‘s training gloves, nike.com;
Matthew wears NIKE Havoc
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Inspiring stories from around the
world, with an emphasis on
powerful visual storytelling.

Putting the reader front and centre
—
 service journalism delivering
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Get up close to the most incredible

Photography TIM KENT
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site, three weeks before the fun begins, she sees
When FIONA STEWART (56) arrives at the festival

from across the globe. Through

Time out in the chill-out
zone with Kaos and the
bike park’s co-owner
James Foster
On the up: Seagrave puts
her Transition TR11 bike
through its paces
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exclusive in-depth interviews, gain un-

PERIMETERS The Pulse technical
Hybrid T-shirt, oneill.com; SURF
uk.jbl.com; O’NEILL Ribbon Falls
Mini BT Bluetooth sports earphones,
co.uk. Matthew wears JBL Reflect
com; HUMMEL Cole pants, hummel.
NIKE Breathe short-sleeve top, nike.
underarmour.com. Anthony wears
Charged Ultimate TR 2.0 trainers,
enertor.com; UNDER ARMOUR
com; ENERTOR Comfort insoles,
Crew Fusion athletic socks, stance.
tights, nike.com; STANCE Relic
wears NIKE Pro HyperWarm training
Clockwise from left: Matthew

Owner and director, Green Man

paralleled insight into what motivates

lifestyle firsthand with recommento party, what to buy and more.
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high performers and game changers

Get it, do it, see it: our readers
can experience The Red Bulletin
dations on where to go, where

DARREN MASSAY

in the right state to relax, mentally and physically”
pushed out in the workout. You’re just tired and happy, and your body is
“After a good session, you have zero stress, because all that anger was

TIFOSI AURIGA ROAD BIKE
tifosicycles.co.uk

across every field of achievement.

81

81

James Foster
bike park’s co-owner
zone with Kaos and the
Time out in the chill-out

through its paces
her Transition TR11 bike
On the up: Seagrave puts

their lives.

FROM BRUTAL SPRINTS
TO EPIC ENDURANCE
RIDES, THIS KIT WILL
BE jacket, oneill.com
softshell
com. Darren wears O’NEILL Exile
RIGHT UP YOUR STREET
hooded fleece, surfperimeters.

furthest they can go.”
is together, pushing each other the
do what we can do – because everyone
that’s the reason why we’re able to
progressed to where I am now. I think
I had my sessions, I wouldn’t have
have a lot of people around me when
you would go by yourself. If I didn’t
you who will push you further than
easier when you’ve got people behind
instructor Jamal Jackson. “It’s a lot
your body will let you know,” says
“When you’re ready to try new things,

with breathtaking photo-reportage

on Olympic gold
Coxsey has her eye
Gripping stuff:

activities and gear to enhance

ON
Road

Whether you prefer
tarmac or heading
off track, here’s the
very best of bike

tifosicycles.co.uk

TIFOSI AURIGA ROAD BIKE

TA K E F I V E

3 You can’t outswim the sea

I was five kilometres from shore when
the support crew said, “Ross, you’re in
a bad current – you’re going backwards.”
I got my head down and started swimming.
Three hours later I popped up, looked at
the captain and said, “How are we doing?”
He said, “Ross, you’ve not moved at all.”
I tried five times, each time getting pushed
back to St Lucia. I was so pissed off.

4 So I tried it the other way

This time, I headed into the current,
and I went through food at a rate of knots.
I was running out of muscle glycogen, my
arms were barely coming out of the water
and I was seeing stars. I said, “Guys, I need
more bananas,” and they were like, “You’ve
eaten them all.” “But there were 25 on the
boat.” “Yeah, you’ve eaten them all.” I got
out at 41 kilometres, but I set a record for
my fastest 40K with a tree.

"The tides and
currents are all
amplified when
you carry a tree"

1 Because I’m not bad at it
The tree isn’t
thinking like
a swimmer. Tug it
and it hits you in
the shins. It took
a few toenails off”
ROSS EDGLEY

44

Last year, I did a triathlon with a tree
on my back. On the bike and run I was
awful, but on the swim I was quite quick
and I ended up overtaking people. Some
friends said, “You’re clearly quite good
at that – why don’t you just do the swim?”
So we spoke to the BodyHoliday resort
in St Lucia and, before I knew it, I was
in the Caribbean with a tree on my back.
The plan was to swim from St Lucia to
Martinique, 35 kilometres if you fly
straight, which of course I didn’t. I was
all over the place, like a drunken sailor.

5 Sometimes failure is success

All I had in my head was that if I didn’t
touch the beach, it was a failure. So when
friends messaged me with congratulations,
I was like, “Why? I didn’t hit the beach.”
They were like, “But you swam more than
100 kilometres with a 100-pound tree!” If
there’s one lesson I’ve learnt, it’s to set your
goals stupidly high; even if you fail, you
might set records while trying. Twenty-five
bananas eaten – I think that was a record.

rossedgley.com
Interview: TOM GUISE
Photography: DANI DEVAUX
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the hurdles don‘t
something that badly,
“When you want

and Dad were putting in,” she says. “They
the amount of effort – and money – Mum
“When I was younger, I didn’t realise
Kaos, a rising star in elite downhill racing.
daughter and her 19-year-old brother
job as a graphic designer to manage ll
hisis tranquil in the Swiss village
in Morzine. Tony, meanwhile, gave up
of his
St Moritz as the morning
managing bookings for a ski school back
sun illuminates the valley and
In the room next door, her mum Jo isa few dogs skid excitedly across
a coach, a masseuse and two mechanics.
the surface of a frozen lake.
it’s just that these days the team includes
Suddenly, the ambient birdsong
get to races in the same old motorhome;
is broken by a rumbling bassline:
Seagrave’s parents have in her. Theythe
stillMaserati Levante S – a high
playground, reflects just how much faith
performance 4x4 SUV with
a house in rural Wales, a mountain biker’s
424hp in a V6 Ferrari engine –
That the family have now moved announces
to
its unlikely presence
– but the realitylong
is slightly
nuanced.
beforemore
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into view. The jet-black machine
like that, says hisrolls
daughter
with
a laugh
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lake,
emanating power, almost daring
goes all-in on everything
and he
is a bitits weight.
the ice to –crack
beneath
some will think of him
as afigure,
‘moto dad’
who tucked under one
A lone
snowboard
into just about anything.
Tony
thatsurface wearing a full-face
arm, strolls
outknows
onto the
of gregarious character
could talk
youthe Union Jack, looking like
helmet who
emblazoned
with
resting atop his ashaved
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about
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facekind
down a dragon. Today, the
flip-flops, jeans formidable
and a grey hoodie,
glasses
foe is the
lake itself, or more specifically
and easygoing, her
– a tall figure
in
the father
900m straight
of groomed
ice that cuts along the
Whereas the recently
young rider
soft-spoken
run is
White
Turf horse-racing track. Jamie
I guess we’re in this
for the
long to
term…’”
Barrow
is about
pit his nerve, strength and skill
a playful
rivalry
hit the road for races
– it was like,
‘Right,raw speed
on a snowboard
against
as he’s
towed by
brother Kaos have
bought a motorhome
justworld’s
so we could
one of–the
fastest SUVs at full acceleration.
Seagrave and her
level. By the time we sold our house and
Barrow is no stranger to challenges that would make
most wince – in fact, he’s hoping to break his own
Guinness World Record today. But then, the 25-yearold was born with an unusual thirst for speed. In his
early snowboarding career, he went shoulder-toshoulder with fellow competitors in the tough sport
of boardercross, braving undulating, unpredictable
courses for Team GB. Barrow joined the junior team
after shining at a freestyle training camp, aged 13,
before being promoted to the senior squad.
“I was always someone who’d go fast,” says the
Brit, who was born in Switzerland. “My coach was
like, ‘Right, go and do a warm-up run,’ and I always

think, especially at that age. And yeah,
the most – agh! – stupid thing anyone can
a second, exhaling in frustration. “That is
my gold medal and leave.’” She pauses for
I just thought, ‘I’m going to get here, win
consider her a threat. “Subconsciously
rider named Holly Feniak, but didn’t
level. She’d heard about a fast Canadian
her close to a top 10 spot at women’s elite
in Austria on a roll of wins that brought
entered the 2012 World Championships
year of junior competition, aged 17, she
over the last few years. In Seagrave’s first
This attitude has been put to the test
the hurdles don’t seem like hurdles.”
When you want something that badly,
looking back it was quite an easy choice.
sacrifices of my own as a teenager, but
now, so I think that’s paid off. I did make
and watch. But it’s a way of life for me
slacking it was hard for him to sit there
what were capable of, so when he saw us
can’t keep doing this if you don’t.’ He knew
‘Well, do you really want this? Because I
we weren’t matching the effort. He’d say,
Dad got quite stressed when he felt like
kid is going to make it or not, and I think
whole way. But you never know if your
well, so they pushed and supported us the
saw that we loved it and wanted to do

Barrow: if Maserati
made humans…
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GOING
SOUTH

Do it

“I faced some
of the best
players in the
world and beat
them all”

One of Peckham’s
best beer gardens:
The White Horse

In recent years, Peckham in southeast London has built a reputation
for offering the capital’s most
vibrant nightlife. Here’s our pick of
where to eat, drink or just hang out
Words FLORIAN OBKIRCHER

PECKHAM LEVELS

UP
Gear
Photography TIM KENT

Famed for its stunning views
and relaxed atmosphere, Frank’s
Café, located on the rooftop of
a disused car park on Rye Lane,
has become a staple of summer
evenings in south-east London.
Since December, this Peckham
mainstay has shared the
building with a new, multifaceted
community and events space.
Spread across the six floors
beneath Frank’s Café, Peckham
Levels unites more than 70
traders and small businesses,
65 per cent of them local.

very best of bike
off track, here’s the
tarmac or heading
Whether you prefer

From morning yoga classes at
LEVELSIX to brunch at the vegan
café Wildflower (try the seitan
sausage sarnie) and lunch at
one of seven street food traders
(Nandine’s Kurdish cuisine is a

RYAN DINHAM

2 There’s no blueprint for this

GUID E

London

ONE
NIGHT
IN
PECKHAM

Enjoy cocktails
and a panoramic
view at Near & Far

Copeland Park is
another summer
Peckham hot spot

90

90

Peckham hot spot
another summer
Copeland Park is

By night, Wildflower
turns into Ghost Notes

THE RED BULLETIN

highlight), Peckham Levels has
plenty to offer. You could get
a haircut at Cahoona’s Hair Hub
(run by the woman who crafted
Amy Winehouse’s beehive), try
pottery classes in the afternoon,
and later sip biodynamic wines
at Lady Godiva or the signature
Peckham Sunrise cocktail at
Near & Far, before enjoying the
tunes at Ghost Notes (recent
acts include Detroit soul/funk
veteran Amp Fiddler and
Afrobeat legend Tony Allen).
Southwark Council’s original
plans to demolish the building
have been put on hold, proving
that Frank’s Café and Peckham
Levels are leaving their mark
on the community – not only
because they attract new
people from across London,
but also because of the support
that Peckham Levels’ organisers
give to local creatives. As part
of its Creators in Residence
programme, the project offers
10 studios at discount rates to
local artists who otherwise
couldn’t afford membership.
95a Rye Lane, London SE15
4ST; peckhamlevels.org

6PM

RIGHT UP YOUR STREET
RIDES, THIS
KIT WILL BE
BAR STORY/PECKHAM
Housed beneath the
TO EPIC SPRINGS
ENDURANCE
railway arches of Peckham Rye,
FROM BRUTAL
SPRINTS
these two gallery
bars attract

Road
ON

THE WHITE HORSE The old-

man’s boozer turned trendy pub
impresses with its big patio.
whitehorsepeckham.co.uk

PRINCE OF PECKHAM

If you fancy disco yoga, swing
dance or just a pint, POP is the
place. princeofpeckham.co.uk

8PM

art lovers and cocktail fans alike.
Bar Story also serves a great
selection of pizzas and sides,
while Peckham Springs’ eclectic
list of events includes an evening
car boot sale. barstory.co.uk;
peckhamsprings.co.uk

VOODOO RAYS

The capital’s coolest pizza chain
set up shop in Peckham last year.
voodoorays.com/peckham

FRANK’S CAFÉ

1

The 10th-floor rooftop bar is
hugely popular, so arrive early on
sunny days. frankscafe.org.uk

11PM

THE FOUR QUARTERS

Retro arcade cabs, cheese-heavy
food and craft beer: enough said.
geocities.fourquarters bar.co.uk

Crate digging
at Rye Wax

1AM

RYE WAX

Located in the basement of the
Bussey Building arts complex,
this record shop by day and club
by night is Peckham’s hot spot
for music lovers. ryewax.com

TOLA
Trendy without
being snobby:
Peckham Springs

Specialising in disco and house,
this hidden gem hosts some of
Peckham’s most exciting parties.
facebook.com/tolapeckham

Playing for kicks: FIFA
hotshot Ryan Pessoa at
Red Bull Gaming Sphere
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MAHNID NAYR

Barrow still suffers chronic back pain
from his snowboarding accident in 2013,
but seeks relief from his sport rather than
by taking daily painkillers

Concept

Concept

He has climbed a rope as tall as Everest, and won
a marathon pulling a Mini. Now he’s swimming across
the sea while carrying a tree. Why on earth?

Because no one has done it before.
But we got expert advice from sailors:
“If you have a rope that sinks, it’s going
to add drag – we use large ropes to slow
down a boat.” So I was almost carrying
dental floss – the thinnest rope. Also, the
tree isn’t thinking like a swimmer. Go over
a wave and it comes down the other side,
pulling you back. Tug it and it hits you in
the shins. It took a few toenails off.

City guide

”Doing crazy
stunts and
getting scared
distracts me
from my injury”

Strongman ROSS EDGLEY on…

SWIMMING WITH A TREE

turns into Ghost Notes
By night, Wildflower
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Red Bull Gaming Sphere
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by night is Peckham’s hot spot
this record shop by day and club
Bussey Building arts complex,
Located in the basement of the
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1AM
geocities.fourquarters bar.co.uk
food and craft beer: enough said.
Retro arcade cabs, cheese-heavy

at Rye Wax
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THE FOUR QUARTERS
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sunny days. frankscafe.org.uk
hugely popular, so arrive early on
The 10th-floor rooftop bar is
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set up shop in Peckham last year.
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8PM
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Audience profile*

YOUNG

ACTIVE

BRAND LOYAL

COSMOPOLITAN

PROGRESSIVE

AFFLUENT

ON THE MOVE

TRENDSETTER

TECH SAVVY

INNOVATIVE

18 – 49 years: educated,
physically active, sporty,
with a zest for life.

In the high-income
ABC1 group

Active lifestyle ... soccer, skiing/
snowboarding, motorsport. Enjoys dining out and clubbing.

Enjoys driving and takes pride
in their car

And brand smart. Driven
by quality: researches before
making investment purchases.

Into the latest style, invests
in grooming.

Travels for leisure and
professionally. Enjoys getting
to know different cultures.

Fully connected and follows leading influencers on social media

Wants to contribute in a positive
matter and willing to invest
in the future.

Passionate and informed about
cutting-edge ideas

* Publishers statement
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Globale Keyfacts
1,75 Million copies per issue*
2,7 Reader per copy
400.000 Subscriber worldwide

Distribution Setup
On-Sale/Subscription

Alternative/Partnerships
Carrier

In store

High-street stores
Universities

Subscription

Airport lounges

Kiosk

Geo-targeting
Airlines

Red Bull Channels

DIGITAL

Red Bull Events

ePaper

Wings Teams

Web

SBM – Student Brand Managers

Our Top Markets
Austria

Germany

Switzerland

U.K.

USA

France

Mexico

Quelle: * Publisher’s imprint
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Timings & global focus 2019
Issue

Focus*

Date of publication

Ad copy deadline

January

Wintertourism

11.12.2018

12.11.2018

February

Cars

08.01.2019

06.12.2018

March

Active Style Fashion

12.02.2019

15.01.2019

April

Motorbikes

12.03.2019

12.02.2019

May

Running/Endurance/Wearables

09.04.2019

08.03.2019

June

Home Entertainment/Electronics

14.05.2019

16.04.2019

July

Outdoor Gear & Watersports

11.06.2019

14.05.2019

August

Cooking & Nutrition

09.07.2019

11.06.2019

September

Active Style Fashion

13.08.2019

16.07.2019

October

Must-haves

10.09.2019

15.08.2019

November

Watches - Performance Gear

08.10.2019

10.09.2019

December

Gadgets & Gear

12.11.2019

15.10.2019

January 2020

Wintertourism

10.12.2019

12.11.2019

Exceptions to the above Timetable
TRB-DE: no February and September issues /10x per year
TRB-US & CH: no February and August issues /10x per year
TRB-MX: no February and May issues / 10x per year
TRB-FR: no January issue / 11x per year
TRB-UK: no January and August issues / 10x per year

* Subject to change
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Formats ads

Print (incl. e-paper)

Double-page

Single-page

1/2 page

FORMAT
404 × 276 mm, 15.4 × 10.4 inch

FORMAT
202 × 276 mm, 7.7 × 10.4 inch

FORMAT
Portrait: 96 × 276 mm, 3.7 × 10.4 inch
Landscape: 202 × 134 mm, 7.7 × 5.1 inch

AT

DE

CH – DE

CH – FR

FR

MX

US

UK

Double-page ads

42.200.–

28.970.–

52.800.–

52.650.–

35.500.–

13.665.–

69.474.–

14.655.–

Singe-page ads

24.400.–

16.700.–

29.670.–

29.580.–

20.900.–

7.168.–

40.875.–

9.280.–

1/2 page ads

15.400.–

10.825.–

16.900.–

16.800.–

13.600.–

4.420.–

26.573.–

6.059.–

IFC (Inside front cover)/3

54.400.–

37.680.–

55.900.–

55.800.–

46.150.–

15.995.–

90.517.–

19.643.–

IBC (Inside back cover)

28.400.–

18.350.–

34.100.–

34.000.–

23.000.–

8.065.–

45.000.–

10.061.–

OBC (Outside back cover)

32.500.–

21.700.–

35.600.–

35.500.–

27.150.–

9.409.–

53.190.–

12.499.–

Page 4 & 5

45.500.–

34.740.–

48.780.–

48.680.–

42.600.–

8.289.–

90.517.–

16.909.–

1. right hand page

26.400.–

19.225.–

27.430.–

27.350.–

24.000.–

7.841.–

48.650.–

11.092.–

2. right hand page

25.400.–

18.350.–

27.430.–

27.350.–

23.000.–

7.841.–

46.500.–

10.603.–

Format

Double-page
2 countries
3 countries
4 countries
5 countries
6 countries
All prices are in euros excl. VAT

10%
15%
20%
25%
40%

All other advertising formats available on request
Terms & conditions and technical details: http://b2b.redbulletin.com
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The Red Bull mediaworld

Please contact us to find out more about
our Red Bull Media House channels.

Red Bull
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Contact
Red Bull Media House

Gerhard Riedler
Head of International Sales
gerhard.riedler@redbull.com

Peter Strutz
Head of Media Sales International
Mobil: +43/664/88 68 49 12
peter.strutz@redbull.com

Alfred Vrej Minassian
Head of Asset Sales
+43-664-8837-9722
alfred.minassian@redbull.com

Austria
Stefanie Krallinger
Sales Manager
Mobil: +43/664/26 50 985
stefanie.krallingerl@redbull.com

Manuela Brandstätter
Sales Support Specialist Print
Mobil: +43/664/88 37 97 42
manuela.brandstaetter@redbull.com

Germany
Thomas Keihl
Head of Media Sales Key Accounts
Mobil: +49/172/81 80 550
thomas.keihl@redbull.com

Switzerland
Marcel Bannwart
Commercial & Brand Partnership Manager
+41-78-661-17-27
marcel.bannwart@redbull.com

USA
Todd Peters
Parnership Development
+1+917-744-1645
todd.peters@redbull.com

UK
Mark Bishop
Sales Manager
+44-77-200-885-88
mark.bishop@redbull.com

France
Yoann Aubry
Partnership Manager
+33-140-135-791
yoann.aubry@redbull.com

Mexico
Humberto Amaya Bernard
Sales Manager
+55-5357-7026
humberto.amayabernard@redbull.com

Subject to change.

Publishing address: Heinrich-Collin-Straße 1, 1140 Vienna, Austria

